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PLANT SPECIALISTS
"My garden is my most beautiful masterpiece," Claude Monet once said. Sharing this
sentiment—along with a gift for exotic and indigenous flora—are business partners
and best friends Philip Roche and Grahame Hubbard. Founded nearly 40 years ago
on the premise that people's spaces should be reflective of their lifestyle, tastes and
desires, and not the designer's, Plant Specialists is New York City's largest full-service
landscaping firm. "We are a young, dynamic cutting-edge team with a focus on urban
beautification," says Roche. Specializing in city gardens and terraces, Roche and
Hubbard's artistry have graced many of Manhattan's most distinguished residential
and commercial properties. "Our firm handles every step of the process—from design
and installation to maintenance, lighting and irrigation," Hubbard shares. "And we
provide all the interior and exterior plants," he adds. With a combined 50 years of
experience in the landscape and design industry, Roche and Hubbard lead a team of
more than 50 gifted designers, horticulturalists and installers, transforming city spaces
into works of art.
Philip Roche, Owner & President
Grahame Hubbard, Owner 6- General Manager
L1225 Vernon Boulevard
New York, NY 11101
sales@plantspecialists.corn
plantspecialists.com
718.392.9L100

FEATURES: A small Tribeca terrace radiates tranquility for yoga

practice, with symmetrical plantings of birch trees and grass.
The space is anchored by a Balinese stone Buddha.

flow do vou think your clients
would characterize you?

We believe common sense
should rule over conventional wisdom. A client's space
should be a reflection of their
lifestyle, desires and needs
and not the designer's.
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What is your most prized
-- ossession and
and win?

or Philip, apart from his
' og, it's a
clock that
elonged to his great
grandmother. It's a strong
link to his past and reminds
him of the importance of time
in his future. For Grahame,
is two children Tallulah and
arlow are his pride and joy.

"We are the industry

leader in dealing with
all the complicated
requirements of NYC
buildings, including
approvals, engineering
and installation."

Tkich awards mean the
ost to you?

e deal with a select
ientele, who do not want the
paces featured for awards.
he only award we need is for
he client to love our work so
ouch, they recommend us to
heir friends.

FEATURES: Dramatic lighting design and comfortable all-weather
furnishings make this Upper West Side terrace a functional outdoor
room. Plantings of Japanese maple, birch trees and mixed-under
plantings provide color and scent throughout the seasons.

